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5 of 5 review helpful Generally a par to bogey offering By Mr Douglas M Pruden I normally no longer purchase many 
books for my golf library as it is quite full and the content of many of them is repetitive I purchased Stretching for 
Golfers on a recommendation from someone and for 0 99 it was not a hardship to do so The basic philosophy of the 
book s benefits are in my opinion quite sound By having relax Discover The Relationship Between Being Relaxed 
Flexible And Playing A Great Game Of Golf Is it possible to improve your golf swing or perform a perfect putt when 
your muscles are stiff and sore The answer is obviously no and yet this is exactly what many golfers do They are not 
able to perform at their best because their bodies are not at their best Although it is completely intuitive most 
recreational golfers ignore the relationship betw I ve always stretched before playing golf This book gives me some 
extra ideas and reasons for doing it I highly recommend it Dale Holifield Verified Purchase I play golf and bought this 
book specifically to gain range and strength The bo 
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